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PERFORATING GUN CONNECTOR 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

Not Applicable 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

Not Applicable 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention generally relates to doWnhole Well tools 

and speci?cally to controlled buoyancy perforating methods 
and apparatus. 

2. Description of Related Art 
Traditional petroleum drilling and production technology 

often includes procedures for perforating the Wall of a 
production Well bore into the ?uid bearing strata to enhance 
a ?oW of formation ?uid along perforation channels. 
Depending on the Well completion equipment and method, 
it is necessary for such perforations to pierce a Wellbore 
casing, a production pipe or a tube Wall. In many cases, the 
casing or tube is secured to the formation structure by a 
cement sheath. In such cases, the cement sheath must also be 
pierced by the perforation channel as Well. 

There are three basic methods presently available to the 
industry for perforating Wells. Those three methods are: a) 
explosive propelled projectiles, b) pressurized chemicals 
and c) shaped charge explosives. Generally, hoWever, most 
Wells are perforated With shaped charge explosives. Accord 
ingly, the preferred embodiment description of the present 
invention Will be directed to shaped charge perforators. 
HoWever, many of the invention characteristics may be 
adapted to other perforation methods. 

Shaped charge explosives are typically prepared for Well 
perforation by securing a multiplicity of shaped charge units 
Within the Wall of a steel pipe section. The pipe section 
bearing the shaped charges may be supported from the 
Wellhead at the end of a Wireline, coiled tube, coupled pipe 
or drill string for location Within the Wellbore adjacent to the 
formation zone that is to be perforated by detonation of the 
shaped charges. 

Collectively, a pipe section and the associated charge 
units Will be characterized herein as a “charge carrier.” One 
or more charge carriers may be coupled serially, end-to-end, 
to provide a unitized gun section. A “perforating gun” may 
include one or more gun sections that are joined by sWivel 
joints. A perforation gun is merely one of many “bottom 
hole assemblies” or bottom-hole tools the present invention 
is relevant to. 

Each shaped charge unit in a charge carrier comprises a 
relatively small quantity of high energy explosive. Tradi 
tionally, this shaped charge unit is formed about an axis of 
revolution Within a heavy steel case. One axial end of the 
shaped charge unit is concavely con?gured. The concave 
end-face of the charge is usually clad With a thin metallic 
liner. When detonated, the explosive energy of the decom 
posing charge is focused upon the metallic liner. The result 
ing pressure on the liner compressively transforms it into a 
high speed jet stream of liner material that ejects from the 
case substantially along the charge axis of revolution. This 
jet stream penetrates the Well casing, the cement sheath and 
into the production formation. 
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2 
A multiplicity of shaped charge units is usually distributed 

along the length of each charge carrier. Typically, the shaped 
charge units are oriented Within the charge carrier to dis 
charge along an axis that is radial of the carrier longitudinal 
axis. The distribution pattern of shaped charge units along 
the charge carrier length for a vertical Well completion is 
typically helical. HoWever, horizontal Well completions may 
require a narroWly oriented perforation plane Wherein all 
shaped charge units Within a carrier section are oriented to 
discharge in substantially the same direction such as straight 
up, straight doWn or along some speci?c lateral plane in 
betWeen. In these cases, selected sections of charge carriers 
that collectively comprise a perforation gun may be joined 
by sWivel joints that permit individual rotation of a respec 
tive section about the longitudinal axis. Additionally, each 
charge carrier may be asymmetrically Weighted, for 
example, to orient a predetermined rotational alignment 
When the gun system is horizontally positioned. 

Controlled Buoyancy Perforating (CBP) alloWs the use of 
long perforating gun sections in horizontal and extended 
reach Wells by reducing the Weight and increasing the 
buoyancy of the perforating equipment. Reduction of the 
gun Weight correspondingly reduces the bearing Weight of 
the gun against the horizontal segments of the borehole Wall 
and hence, the frictional forces opposing axial movement of 
the gun string along the Well bore length. CBP objectives are 
accomplished by a combination of designs and materials 
such as composite material carrier tubes, caseless perfora 
tion charges and foamed material charge holders. Other 
inventions and innovations that pertain to Controlled Buoy 
ancy Perforating (CBP) are described in US. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/696,697 Which is incorporated herein by 
reference. 

Although the thrust of CBP is focused upon reductions of 
the gun Weight, the requirements of internal seal integrity 
from an external ?uid pressure environment and rapid 
assembly and disassembly on the rig ?oor remain the same 
as knoWn to the prior art. Also imperative of CBP is a rig 
?oor assembly system that con?dently maintains a prede 
termined angular orientation of the perforation charges. 

Prior art perforating guns are, generally, a serial assembly 
of charge carriers, end-to-end, in 30 ft. to 90 ft. segments. As 
the longitudinal axis of a charge carrier segment is sus 
pended vertically from a derrick croWn block, the loWer end 
of the segment is aligned With the upper end of a tool string 
or preceding charge carrier segment that is suspended ver 
tically Within the Well bore from the rig ?oor; usually by a 
slip accessory in the rotary drive table. A threaded end 
connector joins the adjacent ends of the axially aligned 
segments When either segment is rotated relative to the other 
about the longitudinal axis common to both. 

Although threaded steel carrier connections as previously 
described are suitably strong for supporting the enormous 
Weight of a steel perforating gun, the incremental assembly 
process is relatively sloW. CBP technology greatly alleviates 
these joint loads on a gun assembly. Where a 5 in. conven 
tional steel perforating gun may Weigh in excess of 14 lb/ft., 
a similar, CBP composite material system may Weigh only 
4 lb/ft. A 5,000 ft. long perforating gun having a Weight 
distribution of only 4 lb/ ft. requires the upper end connectors 
to support a 20,000 lb air Weight load. As a CBP gun is 
loWered into the Well and the gun Weight is supported by the 
displacement forces of the Wellbore ?uid, the tensile loads 
on the connectors and connector threads is negligible. HoW 
ever, after the gun is discharged, the gun buoyancy is 
dramatically reduced by the consequential ?ooding of the 
internal gun volume. Hence, even though CBP technology 
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may reduce the stress demands on a charge carrier connec 
tion, signi?cant strength requirements remain. 
One of the driving objectives of CBP, therefore, is to place 

extremely long perforating guns in substantially horizontal 
production bores. Reduction or elimination of the rotational 
steps in the charge carrier assembly process could greatly 
accelerate the perforating gun assembly procedure. 

It is an objective of this invention, therefore, to provide a 
bayonet joint connection betWeen charge carrier joints that 
requires no rotation. 

Another objective of this invention is a rapidly assembled 
bayonet connection betWeen charge carrier joints that main 
tains a predetermined angular orientation betWeen the joints. 

Also an object of this invention is a steel connecting collar 
betWeen non-metallic housing tubes for charge carrier joints. 
A still further object of this invention is a method and 

apparatus for rapid preassembly of an inner loading tube 
Within an outer carrier housing that requires no intermediate 
booster assembly. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

These and other objects of the invention as Will emerge 
from the folloWing Detailed Description are addressed by a 
perforating gun that is particularly suited for controlled 
buoyancy perforating. The perforating gun of the present 
invention comprises the end-to-end assembly of tWo or more 
charge carrier joints. Each joint comprises an inner loading 
tube that directly supports the shaped charge units and the 
cooperative detonation elements. For buoyancy contribu 
tion, the inner loading tube may be formed of a light Weight 
material such as foamed plastic. However, at a chosen point 
along the length of the inner loading tube and around the 
loading tube circumference, a ?rm reference surface is 
secured to the loading tube structure. 
The inner loading tube is nested coaxially Within an outer 

housing tube, the internal volume of Which is for environ 
mental isolation from Wellbore ?uids and other contami 
nants. Also for controlled buoyancy contribution, the outer 
housing tube may be fabricated of high strength, non 
metallic materials such as composites With glass or carbon 
?ber. 

To support the stress concentrations at the union point 
betWeen a pair of joint ends, a composite or other non 
metallic housing tube may be terminated by metallic, i.e. 
steel, transition collars. 
Near one end of a charge carrier joint, preferably com 

bined With a transition collar, a reference surface is provided 
to accommodate the reference surface of the inner loading 
tube. The inner loading tube must have the required orien 
tation about the housing axis for the tWo reference surfaces 
to correctly engage. Additionally, engagement of the tWo 
reference surfaces secures the relative position proximity 
betWeen the tWo detonation boosters of a union betWeen tWo 
charge carrier joints. As the joint union is angularly con 
trolled, the respective car'rier joint ends to a union are 
assembled, generally, With a bayonet motion sequence com 
prising rotational alignment, compressive translation (lap 
ping) and latching. 

In one embodiment of the invention, a charge carrier joint 
may comprise steel transition collars secured to opposite 
ends of a reinforced plastic or composite material housing 
tube. Angular orientation betWeen the tWo collars of a union 
is maintained by alignment pins that bridge the union 
interface to penetrate prepositioned alignment bores or pin 
sockets. The union is environmentally sealed by a ?rst set of 
O-rings betWeen an internal sleeve and the internal bore of 
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4 
a transition collar. A second set of optional or redundant 
O-ring seals is provided betWeen the external surface of the 
transition collar and the internal surface of a cylindrical 
connector sleeve. 
The connector sleeve has an axially sliding ?t around the 

outer perimeter of the transition collars. Collet ?ngers 
project longitudinally from each end of the connector sleeve 
and each ?nger has a barbed end for meshing With a detent 
channel around the perimeter of each collar. When tWo joints 
of a union are axially pressed together e.g. “lapped”, the 
collet ?nger barbs enter the respective detent channels to 
prevent opposite direction separation e.g. “latched”. Prefer 
ably, a keeper ring that encompasses the circumference of 
the collet ?ngers is slidably translated over the ?nger ends 
When the barbs are meshed With the detent channel. 

Selective separation may be accomplished by translating 
or cutting the keeper ring to remove the belting function 
around the collet ?ngers. A tool is used to lift and hold all 
of the barbs in a respective detent channel out of the channel 
until suf?cient axial translation occurs to prevent return to 
the detent channel. 
An annular seating plane is provided internally of each 

transition collar to receive an alignment collar secured to 
each inner loading tube. The inner loading tube is a unitiZing 
element for all of the shaped charges and ignition fuse in a 
carrier joint. A loading tube collar reference plane contigu 
ously abuts the transition collar seating plane to longitudi 
nally locate the exact position of the detonation booster 
elements at each end of an inner loading tube. A threaded 
setting ring or resiliently biased snap-ring secures the tight 
engagement of the loading tube collar reference plane 
against the transition collar seating plane, An orientation pin 
or key secures the correct angular orientation of the inner 
loading tube With respect to the charge carrier axis. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention is hereafter described in detail and With 
reference to the draWings Wherein like reference characters 
designate like or similar elements throughout the several 
?gures and vieWs that collectively comprise the draWings. 
Respective to each draWing ?gure: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic earth section illustrating a deviated 
Wellbore having a substantially horizontal ?uid bearing 
strata. 

FIG. 2 is a is a Wellbore cross-section as seen from the 
FIG. 1 cutting plane 2-2 illustrating the present invention 
perforating gun buoyed against the upper Wall elements of 
the Wellbore Wall. 

FIG. 3 is a half-section of a pair of charge carrier joints at 
the mutual end connection according to the invention. 

FIG. 4 is a detail section of the FIG. 3 joint connection 
shoWing initial placement of a disassembly tool. 

FIG. 5 is a detail section of the FIG. 3 joint connection 
shoWing a connector release. 

FIG. 6 is a detail section of the FIG. 3 joint connection 
shoWing an axial separation of a joint connection. 

FIG. 7 is an expanded half-section of an outer housing 
tube and an un-attached transition collar. 

FIG. 8 is a half-section of an outer housing tube in partial 
combination With a cooperative transition collar. 

FIG. 9 is a half-section of an outer housing tube in full 
combination With a cooperative transition collar. 

FIG. 10 is an axially exploded pictorial of the FIG. 3 
embodiment illustrating the major independent components 
of the connection. 
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FIG. 11 is a half-section vieW of an alternative embodi 
ment of the connection betWeen the transition collar and the 
outer housing tube. 

FIG. 12 is a detail section of the FIG. 11 area enclosed by 
the dashed line XII. 

FIG. 13 is a half-section of a pair of charge carriers joined 
by a second connector embodiment. 

FIG. 14 is a pictorial vieW of the FIG. 13 connector 
embodiment. 

FIG. 15 is an axially exploded pictorial of the FIG. 13 
embodiment. 

FIG. 15A is a pictorial vieW of an alternative embodiment 
of a tapered ?t internal sealing tube. 

FIG. 16 is a pictorial vieW of a third embodiment of the 
invention. 

FIG. 17 is a half-section vieW of the third invention 
embodiment. 

FIG. 18 is an axially exploded pictorial vieW of the third 
embodiment. 

FIG. 19 is an axially exploded pictorial vieW of a modi 
?cation of the third embodiment. 

FIG. 20 is a half-section vieW of a fourth embodiment of 
the invention. 

FIG. 21 is a pictorial vieW of the fourth invention embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 22 is a detail section of the FIG. 20 area enclosed by 
the dashed line XXII. 

FIG. 23 is an axially exploded pictorial vieW of the fourth 
invention embodiment. 

FIG. 24 is an axially exploded pictorial vieW of a modi 
?cation of the fourth invention embodiment. 

FIG. 25 is a half-section vieW of a ?fth embodiment of the 
invention. 

FIG. 26 is an axially exploded pictorial vieW of the ?fth 
invention embodiment. 

FIG. 27 is a half-section vieW of a charge carrier joint 
having an inner loading tube secured therein. 

FIG. 28 is an axially exploded pictorial vieW of inner 
loading tube of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

For environmental reference, FIG. 1 represents a cross 
section of the earth 10. BeloW the earth surface 12, the earth 
?rmament comprises a number of differentially structured 
layers or strata. For the present purposes, a thin and mildly 
sloped strata 14 is represented to be of particular interest due 
to an abundant presence of petroleum. 
From a drilling/production platform 16 on the earth 

surface 12, an extended Wellbore 18 is drilled into and along 
the strata 14. In this case, the Wellbore 18 is drilled to folloW 
the bottom plane of the strata. 

There are many Well completion systems. Although the 
present invention is relevant to all completion systems in 
one form or another, the “cased hole” completion repre 
sented by FIG. 2 serves as a suitable platform for describing 
the presently preferred embodiments of the invention. 

With respect to FIG. 2, the borehole 18 along the pro 
duction strata 14 is lined by casing 20 set Within a cement 
sheath 22. In the course of drilling and/or casing, the 
borehole 18 and ultimately, the casing 20, is ?ooded With 
?uid. Usually, the ?uid is liquid and the liquid usually 
includes Water. In some Wells, hoWever, the ?uid is natural 
gas or oil. The presently described example of a preferred 
invention embodiment proceeds With the assumption of a 
liquid environment 24 Within the Well casing 20. 
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6 
After the Wellbore 18 is cased, the casing 20 and cement 

sheath 22 must be perforated to alloW ?uid production ?oW 
from the strata 14 into the casing interior and ultimately, into 
a production tube not shoWn. Typically, the casing, cement 
sheath and formation are perforated by a multiplicity of 
shaped charge jets as represented by the converging dashed 
lines 32 of FIG. 2. The mechanism of such perforations may 
be a perforation gun 30 according to the present description. 

Typically, a perforating gun 30 is an assembly of several 
shaped charge carrier sections or joints. Coaxially aligned, 
adjacent charge carrier sections or joints may be joined 
end-to-end by connectors. Long perforating guns are nor 
mally assembled in “joint” increments of approximately 20 
to 30 ft. length. In the parlance of the art, a “joint” of pipe 
is about 30 ft. long. A “stand” of pipe is normally about 90 
ft. or three, pre-assembled “joints”. The “stand” length is a 
function of the derrick height that is, nominally, 100 ft. 
When drilling, i.e. When the depth or length of the borehole 
is being increased, drill pipe is added to the drill string in 
lengths corresponding to the length of the square-sided 
Kelly pipe Which is the drive link betWeen the rotary table 
and the drill pipe string. Normally, a Kelly pipe length 
corresponds to the length of one drill pipe joint or, about 30 
ft. When the drill string is WithdraWn from the Wellbore, and 
hence, returned, hoWever, the rotary table is not engaged and 
the Kelly pipe is removed from the pipe string. Conse 
quently, the pipe string may be assembled or disassembled 
more rapidly With individually handled pipe sections that are 
90 ft. “stands” rather than as a 30 ft. “joint”. 

While the length of a charge carrier joint is not restricted 
to the length of a Kelly pipe, there are material handling 
practicalities to be observed in the rig ?oor assembly of a 
perforating gun that may be greater than a mile long. Hence, 
the length of a single, i.e. integral, charge carrier joint is 
often restricted to about 20 to 30 ft. A long perforating 
“gun”, therefore, is the end-to-end connected assembly of 
numerous charge carrier “joints”. The half-section of FIG. 3 
represents the mutual assembly of tWo charge carrier joints 
34 by a connector 40 into a uni?ed perforating gun 30. 
When oriented perforation is desired for a perforating gun 

string comprising numerous charge carrier sections, carrier 
section groups may be linked by sWivel joints for relative 
rotation about a longitudinal tube axis to facilitate gravity 
orientation. HoWever, positive indexing structure is neces 
sary to maintain the required spatial and angular relationship 
betWeen the several shaped charge joints Within a section 
and the means or device that determines the vertical or 
horiZontal plane for the section. 

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, charge carrier joints 34 
respective to the present invention broadly comprise an 
outer carrier housing 36 and an inner loading tube 38. The 
outer carrier housing 36 is the exoskeleton of the assembly 
that carries the suspended Weight stress and environmentally 
protects the explosive material Within the inner loading tube 
38 from destructive contamination by Wellbore ?uid. Adja 
cent ends of serially adjacent carrier joints 34 are preferably 
joined by a bayonet connector 40. An angular indexing 
device or mechanism such as a doWel pin 88 secures the 
angular orientation of adjacent carrier joints 34 relative to a 
common reference radian from the carrier joint longitudinal 
axis 44. 
The structurally independent inner loading tube 38 

directly seats and con?nes the several shaped charges in a 
carrier joint 34 to the desired alignment relative to the 
reference radial from the longitudinal axis 44 of the loading 
tube. The inner loading tube 38 has an assembly interface 
With the connector mechanism to secure angular orientation 
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of the loading tube 38 relative to the outer carrier housing 
36. Additionally, the respective lengths of the inner loading 
tube 38 and the outer carrier housing 36 are coordinated and 
relatively con?ned longitudinally to assemble adjacent deto 
nation boosters 46 respective to adjacently connected charge 
carrier joints 34 Within ignition proximity simultaneously 
With a bayonet assembly of the outer carrier housings 36. 
A preferred embodiment of an outer carrier housing 36 

comprises a composite material tube 50 having metallic 
transition collars 60 for interfacing the composite material 
tube 50 With cooperative steel connectors 40. The composite 
housing tube 50 of FIG. 3 may comprise an oriented 
alignment of glass ?ber, polyaramid, carbon or other ?ber in 
a polymer bonded composition to create the desired buoy 
ancy characteristics. The anticipated depth, pressure and 
temperature of the Well often determines the ?ber, the ?ber 
orientation, the polymer and the Wall thickness used for the 
housing tube 50 fabrication. At each end of a housing-tube 
joint, connector meshing channels 52 are turned or molded 
into a reduced OD. end-segment 54. 

The transition collar embodiment 60 of FIGS. 3 through 
10 comprises a metallic, usually a malleable steel, sWaging 
skirt 62 extending from a body ring 64. As fabricated and 
before installation on the end of a housing tube 50, the 
sWaging skirt 62 is conically ?ared about the collar axis 44. 
The inside face of the sWaging skirt 62 is formed With 
circumferential ring lands 66 that are siZed and spaced to 
mesh With the channels 52 in the end segment 54 of the 
housing tube 50. Also extending circumferentially from the 
base ring 64 and in generally coaxial alignment With the 
sWaging skirt 62 is an inner mandrel ring 68. 
Assembly of the transition collar 60 With carrier housing 

tube 50 comprises deformation of the ?ared sWaging skirt 
62. With respect to a comparison betWeen the sWaging skirts 
62 illustrated by FIGS. 7 through 9, respectively, it is seen 
that the ?ared skirt 62 of FIG. 7 has been deformed from the 
originally fabricated conical geometry into the cylindrical 
geometry of FIG. 9. This deformation compresses the com 
posite material end-segment 54 of the housing tube 50 
betWeen the inner mandrel ring 68 and the outer sWaging 
skirt 62. An intermediate moment in the deformation process 
(sWaging) is shoWn by FIG. 8 as the conical base of the skirt 
62 is compressed toWard a cylindrical form. The ring lands 
66 extended from the inside surface of the skirt 62 are 
meshed into the ring channels 52 in the housing tube 50 
thereby securing the transitional collar 60 to the housing 
tube 50. For greater strength, the exterior surface of the 
housing tube end-segment 54 or the inside surface of the 
skirt 62 may be coated With a bonding polymer such as 
epoxy prior to the skirt sWaging. Subsequent to sWaging, the 
polymer is cured. Any stress analysis of this transition collar 
embodiment should also consider the “Work hardening” 
contribution of sWaging Which normally tends to increase 
the collar tensile strength. 

In this FIG. 3 embodiment of the invention, the transition 
collar body ring 64 further includes the surface of an interior 
ring ledge 70 that seats the inner loading tube 38 at a 
longitudinal reference position relative to the housing tube 
50 length. An alignment collar 48 that is ?rmly secured to 
the loading tube 38 is clamped betWeen the seating ledge 70 
and a threaded seating ring 76 to secure the longitudinal 
position of the loading tube 38 relative to the axial length of 
the charge carrier. A key slot 72 in the seating ledge 70 
accommodates a shear key 45 that also penetrates a key 
aperture 56 in the alignment collar 48. The key slot 72 is 
positioned as a reference radial to secure the loading tube 38 
from axial rotation relative to the housing tube 50. Discharge 
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8 
orientation of the shaped charges that are set in the loading 
tube 38 is ?xed, angularly, With respect to the key aperture 
56. 
The inside surface 78 of the transition collar 60 betWeen 

the setting ring threads 75 and the collar end 79 is preferably 
smooth to accommodate O-ring seals 77 betWeen the tran 
sition collar surface 78 and an internal sealing sleeve 82. 
As an integral element of an internal sealing tube 80, the 

sealing sleeve 82 extends in opposite directions, axially, 
from an external spacing ring 84. The spacing ring 84 is 
either notched or bored With a doWel pin aperture 86 to 
accommodate traversal of an alignment pin 88 that pen 
etrates the radial alignment bores 90 respective to the 
cooperatively connected transition collars 60. 

Holding the ends of adjacent charge carrier joints 34 
together, axially, is a connector sleeve 100 comprising a 
cylindrical mid-body portion 102 and integral collet ?ngers 
104. The inside surface 106 of the mid-body may be 
relatively smooth to accommodate an axially sliding seal 
engagement With O-ring seals 108. A latching mechanism 
comprises terminal barbs 110 at the opposite distal ends of 
the collet ?ngers 104. The barbs 110 are formed With an 
abutment face that engages a cooperative side-Wall face of 
a detent channel 114 formed about the outside perimeter of 
the transition collar 60. The distal end-face 116 of each barb 
110 is preferably tapered to accommodate the Wedge of a 
disassembly tool 92. When the resiliently biased collet 
?ngers 104 have pushed all of the terminal barbs 110 into the 
detent channels 114 to the design depth, belts or keeper 
bands 118 may be translated axially along the outside 
surface of the collet ?ngers 104 from a retainer position 
around the cylindrical mid-body 102 to a keeper position 
around the distal ends of the collet ?ngers 104. When 
positioned around the collet ?nger ends, the keeper bands 
118 prevent the resilient collet ?ngers from ?exing to release 
the barbs 110 from engagement With the transition collars 
60. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention as illustrated 
by FIG. 3, the assembly of a charge carrier joint 34 com 
prises a steel transition collar 60 secured to each end of a 
carbon ?ber (for example) carrier housing tube 50. An inner 
loading tube 38 comprising the shaped charges is fabricated 
With an alignment collar 48. The alignment collar key 
aperture 56 is angularly oriented With respect to the dis 
charge axis or plane of the shaped charges. Additionally, the 
seating plane 49 of the collar is located relative to the 
detonation boosters 46 With the precision required to place 
the detonation boosters 46 of adjacent carrier joints 34 
Within detonation proximity upon ?nal assembly. 

This positional alignment of the inner loading tube 38 is 
secured in the axial directions by a setting ring 76. The 
setting ring 76 is turned along the threads 75 for advance 
ment against the alignment collar 48. Tight engagement of 
the setting ring 76 against the abutment collar 48 longitu 
dinally con?nes the collar 48 betWeen the setting ring 76 and 
the seating ledge 70 of the transition collar 60. The shear key 
45 penetrates both, the key aperture 56 in the collar 48 and 
the key slot 72 in the ledge 70. This shear key 45 penetration 
secures the required angular orientation of the shaped 
charges in the inner loading tube 38 relative to the transition 
collar 60 and the alignment bore 90 in the collar. 

Further preassembly of a charge carrier joint 34 may 
include insertion of one end of a sealing sleeve 82 into the 
seal bore 78 of the one transition collar 60 respective to each 
charge carrier joint 34. The alignment pin 88 may be inserted 
through the spacing ring 84 aperture 86 and into the collar 
60 aperture 90. With one keeper band 118 shifted axially 
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over the connector sleeve mid-body 102, the respective 
collet ?ngers 104 may ?ex radially to alloW a bayonet 
penetration of a transition collar 60 respective to a coopera 
tive charge carrier joint 34 betWeen the connector sleeve 100 
and the internal sealing tube 80. 

Description of a representative rig ?oor assembly of a 
perforating gun may begin With a ?rst charge carrier joint 34 
suspended Within the Well casing from retainer slips. 
Although either end of a charge carrier joint may be held 
above the slip plane of the rig ?oor, it Will be assumed for 
this description that the “?rst” joint is suspended in the 
Wellbore With only the “upper” end transition collar 60 
above the rig ?oor slip plane and the remainder of the ?rst 
joint beloW the slip plane. The “upper” end of the ?rst joint 
also includes the preassembled sealing tube 80 and the 
connector tube 100. It is further assumed that the keeper 
band 118 for the “loWer” collet ?ngers 104 has been trans 
lated over the respective collet ?nger barbs 110 to secure 
barb penetration into the detent channel 114. The keeper 
band 118 for the “upper” collet ?ngers 104 has been trans 
lated over the sleeve mid-body 102. Consequently, the 
“upper” collet ?ngers 104 are free to ?ex radially and 
receive a bayonet penetration of a transition collar 60 
respective to a “second” charge carrier joint 34. 
A “second” charge carrier joint 34 is added to the ?rst by 

suspending the second joint in axial alignment With the ?rst. 
On a rig ?oor, one end of the “second” charge carrier joint 
is secured to the rig elevator block and lifted to a point that 
places the other or “loWer” end of the suspended “second” 
carrier joint axially above the “upper” end of the ?rst joint. 
The adjacent “loWer” end of the second joint includes no 
sealing tube 80 or connector sleeve 100. This second charge 
carrier joint 34 is rotationally oriented, (preferably manu 
ally) to align the pin 88 that is projecting from the ?rst 
carrier joint 34 With the bore 90 of the second charge carrier 
joint 34. When the pin 88 is aligned With the bore 90, the 
second charge carrier joint is loWered against the ?rst to 
close the ends together by a simple axial translation (lap 
Ping) 
When the closure is su?icient, the “upper” collet ?nger 

barbs 110 on the ?rst joint connector sleeve 100 Will 
penetrate the detent channel 114 of the second carrier joint 
to latch the tWo carrier joints together. With the barbs 110 in 
the detent channel 114, the respective keeper band 118 may 
be axially translated from the mid-body portion of connector 
sleeve 100 to a position near the distal ends of the collet 
?ngers 104 thereby preventing the barbs 110 from ?exing 
out of the detent channel 114. The assembly procedure of 
this and the foregoing paragraphs de?nes a basic “bayonet” 
joint connection or assembly. More fundamentally, the bayo 
net mechanism usually includes (1) rotational alignment of 
the tWo joint components about an assembly axis: (2) a 
linear compressive lapping of the tWo joint components 
along the assembly axis: and (3) a spring biased latching of 
the joint components at the desired lap position. 

Extraction of a gun from the borehole normally occurs 
after the shaped charges have been discharged and the tool 
is inert. There are occasions, hoWever, that an armed and 
ready gun must be extracted. In any case, gun extraction 
generally requires the shaped charge carriers to be separated 
at the connector union. Consequently, it is highly desirable 
for the connector union betWeen shaped charge carrier joints 
to be released quickly and Without undue heat or shock. 

For the FIG. 3 invention embodiment, the connector 
release sequence is illustrated by FIGS. 4 through 6. A unit 
of the gun assembly, Whether as a single carrier joint or as 
a multiple joint stand, is lifted out of the Wellbore by the 
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derrick draW-Works. As the selected unit is supported by the 
derrick, slips are set to support the gun portion remaining in 
the Wellbore beloW the selected unit. The connection of 
adjacent transition collars 60 betWeen the selected unit 
supported by the derrick and the gun portion suspended 
beloW the slips is thereby relieved of tensile stress. The 
keeper band 118 respective to the set of collet ?nger barbs 
110 to be extracted from their detent channel 114 is either cut 
or translated axially over the connector mid-body 102 as 
illustrated by FIG. 4. With the keeper band 118 removed, the 
respective collet ?ngers 104 are free to ?ex aWay from the 
adjacent collar surface. A disassembly tool 92 having a 
tapered leading edge 94 may be positioned against the body 
ring 64 of one such transition collar 60 and forced against 
the tapered end-face 116 of a collet ?nger. As the leading 
edge 94 of the disassembly tool 92 advances, as shoWn by 
FIG. 5, the collet barb 10 is lifted out of the detent channel 
114. When all of the barbs 110 on the connector sleeve 100 
are lifted clear of the detent channel 114, the gun unit 
supported by the derrick draW-Works may be lifted clear of 
the gun portion remaining in the Wellbore suspended from 
the rig ?oor slips as represented by FIG. 6. 

To lift all of the collet barbs 110 from the detent channel 
114 simultaneously, the disassembly tool blade 92 may take 
the general form of a cylindrical annulus such as a section 
of pipe having an internal diameter slightly larger than the 
external diameter of the collar body ring 64. The cylindrical 
Wall of the disassembly tool 92 may be split longitudinally 
along diametrically opposite lines and the tWo-half cylinders 
joined by a hinge along one of the split lines. This hinged 
connection of the tWo half-cylinders alloWs the tool 92 to be 
opened for positioning against the collar 60 and closed to 
embrace the full circumference of the collar and to thereby 
engage all of the collet ?nger barbs 110 simultaneously. 
The transition collar embodiment of FIGS. 11 and 12 is 

similar to that of the FIG. 3 embodiment except for the 
sWaging skirt interface. This FIG. 11 embodiment provides 
an interface skirt 120 having a belled or tapered inside 
surface 122 faced With a ?ne, (24 threads/in. for example), 
female thread 124. The mating end segment 126 of a housing 
tube 50 may be formed With a correspondingly tapered, 
external or male thread 125. It is not essential for the 
respective thread faces to mesh. The primary bonding 
mechanism of the threads is to increase the contiguous 
surface area of the mating elements. The thread face 124 of 
the collar skirt 120 is turned onto or pressed against the 
threaded end of the housing tube With a coating of uncured 
epoxy, for example, in betWeen. Preferably, the interface is 
held under compressive pressure as the boundary ?lm of 
epoxy betWeen the adjacent threads is cured. 
The carrier joint connector embodiment of FIGS. 13, 14 

and 15 comprises many characteristics of the FIG. 3 embodi 
ment. A particularly notable difference, hoWever, is that the 
transition collar at one end of a charge carrier joint differs 
from the transition collar at the opposite end of the same 
charge carrier joint. Another notable difference is that some 
rotational drive of a threaded connector sleeve 130 is 
required to complete the joint assembly. 

Referring to FIGS. 13 and 15, the collar 134 is distin 
guished by a threaded interface 132 betWeen a connector 
sleeve 130 and a transition collar body 134. The mating 
transition collar, 136, provides a circumferential snap ring 
138 seated in a circumferential slot 140. A portion of the 
snap ring 138 annulus projects radially beyond the reduced 
diameter surface 142 of the collar 136 body to provide a load 
supporting ledge. 
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The internal cylinder bore 146 of connector sleeve 130 is 
under-cut between the internal thread 132 and an annular 
bearing face 148 at the distal end of the sleeve 130. The ID. 
crest of the sleeve threads 132 is greater than the OD. of the 
slot engaged snap ring 138 Whereby the sleeve may be 
translated axially along transition collar 136 by passing the 
internal threads 132 of the sleeve 130 over the OD. of the 
snap ring 138. With the connector sleeve 130 surrounding 
the collar 136 but displaced along the reduced diameter body 
surface 142 to expose the slot 140, the snap ring 138 may be 
positioned in the slot 140. Translation of the sleeve 130 in 
the opposite direction toWard the end of the collar 136 is 
thereby restricted by an interference engagement of the 
sleeve bearing face 148 With the projecting annulus of the 
snap ring 138. 

Both collars 134 and 136 have smooth inside bores 135 
and 137 to accommodate the O-ring seals 108 of an internal 
sealing tube 80. As described With respect to the FIG. 3 
embodiment, the tWo collars are rotationally oriented by an 
alignment pin 88. 

FIG. 15A represents an alternative embodiment 160 of an 
internal sealing tube Which includes an integral construction 
of the sealing sleeve 162 With the spacing ring 164. In lieu 
of O-ring seals, hoWever, the outside surfaces of the oppo 
sitely extended sealing sleeve 162 are tapered to be com 
pressed to an interference seal against the inside edge of the 
respective collar end-faces 143 and 144. 
When a pair of transition collars 134 and 136 as shoWn by 

FIG. 15 are to be mated for assembly, the sleeve 130 has 
preferably been previously secured to the collar 136 by the 
snap ring 138. When the tWo collar ends, 134 and 136, are 
axially and angularly aligned, the sleeve 130 is translated 
along the reduced diameter body 142 of the collar 136 and 
rotated to mesh the threaded interface 132 With collar 134. 
The thread 132 engagement length and other dimensions of 
the assembly are coordinated to translate compressive 
engagement of the sleeve bearing face 148 against the snap 
ring 138 to a compression of the spacing ring 84 betWeen the 
collar end-faces 143 and 144. 
As best illustrated by FIG. 13, the collar end-faces 143 

and 144 clamp against the sealing tube ring 84, the end-face 
145 of the sleeve 130 compresses a lock ring or Washer 147 
against a thread root shoulder 149 on the collar 134. Notches 
150 in the sleeve end-face 145 and notches 155 in the thread 
root shoulder 149 cooperate With lock ring tabs 152 to 
oppose any tendency of the sleeve 130 to rotate against the 
assembly under operational stress. 

Disassembly of this FIG. 13 embodiment is enabled by 
either bending the lock ring tabs 152 out of the notches 150 
or 155 or by cutting the lock ring 147. This procedure 
permits the sleeve 130 to be rotated over the threads 132 
until free for translation aWay from the threaded collar 134. 
The sleeve 130, nevertheless remains captured around the 
transition collar 136 by the snap ring 138. 

Another embodiment of the invention may take the form 
illustrated by FIGS. 16 through 19. In this embodiment, the 
transition collars 170 are identical for both ends of a carrier 
housing joint. Within a reduced outside diameter end portion 
(FIGS. 18 and 19), each collar 170 includes one or more 
external O-ring seals 174 positioned betWeen the respective 
collar end-face and a detent channel 172. Angular orienta 
tion betWeen tWo joining collars 170 may be achieved by 
one or more alignment pins 88 that penetrate respective 
apertures 86 in the collar end-faces as illustrated by FIGS. 
17 and 18. Alternatively, the tWo collars 170 may also be 
angularly oriented in the manner illustrated by FIG. 19 
Which relies upon a perimeter key 157 projecting from the 
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end-face of one collar 170 to mesh With a perimeter slot 159 
in the cooperative collar end-face. Notably, this perimeter 
key and slot means for angularly orienting the FIG. 19 
invention embodiment may be applied equally Well to the 
embodiments of FIGS. 3, 13, 20 and 25. 
The union of the tWo collar 170 end-faces is secured by 

a connector sleeve 176. The embodiment illustrated by 
FIGS. 16 through 19 illustrates collars 170 as having a slip 
?t assembly relationship over the reduced outside diameter 
end portion 171 of the collars. It Will be understood, by those 
of skill in the art that the reduced diameter end-portion of a 
connector merely alloWs a reduced outside diameter for the 
sleeve 176. The invention embodiment may also be effec 
tively practiced With no reduced diameter on the collar end 
portions and the connector sleeve 176 having an inside 
diameter greater than the outside diameter of collars 170. 
The connector sleeve 176 length is selected to span 

axially past both detent channels 172 When the collar 
end-faces are abutting. A roll sWaging tool, not shoWn, is 
used to press, e.g. sWage, a channel bead 178 of the sleeve 
material into the respective detent channels 172. Preferably, 
a sleeve 176 is preassembled With one collar of a carrier joint 
prior to rig ?oor assembly. Consequently, When a rig ?oor 
connection is made, one channel bead 178 has already been 
sWaged. On the rig ?oor, therefore, it is necessary, only to 
rotationally align the joints and function a sWaging tool for 
the other channel bead 178. 

Separation of the union betWeen tWo charge carrier joints 
34 joined by a sWaged sleeve 176 may, for example, be 
quickly accomplished by a traditional pipe cutting tool, not 
shoWn. Since the sleeve 176 has a simple and inexpensively 
fabricated con?guration, consumptive destruction of the 
sleeve 176 usually is an acceptable assembly expense. 
Another con?guration of the invention, similar to that of 

FIGS. 16 through 19, may take the form of that illustrated by 
FIGS. 20 through 24. Transition collars 170 are substantially 
identical for both ends of the charge carrier joint. Angular 
orientation about the axis 44 may be secured by either 
alignment pins 88 (FIGS. 20 and 23) or a perimeter key 157 
and slot 159 (FIG. 24). Along the length of the reduced 
diameter end portion 171, a retaining ring slot 182 is cut to 
accommodate the full volume of a retaining ring 184. 
The connector sleeve 180 for this FIG. 20 through 24 

embodiment includes ring retention channels 186 around the 
inside perimeter in longitudinally spaced alignment With the 
snap ring channels 182 When the tWo transition collars 170 
of a union have abutting end-faces. 
The snap rings 184 are partial circles of resilient steel, for 

example, having an incomplete circular perimeter at a neu 
tral, unstressed diameter. The neutral or unstressed outside 
diameter of the snap rings 184 generally corresponds to the 
root or greatest diameter of the retention channels 186 in the 
sleeve 180. The root or least diameter of the snap ring 
channels 182 corresponds to the inside diameter of a snap 
ring 184 When stressed to close a perimeter gap. When the 
perimeter gap is closed, the outside diameter of the ring 184 
is equal to or less than the outside diameter of the collar end 
portion 171 as shoWn by FIGS. 22-24. The volumetric 
capacity of a snap ring channel 182 is suf?cient to accom 
modate the entire volume of the ring 184 Whereby the 
outside diameter elements of the snap ring 184 are radially 
at or beloW the outside diameter surface elements of the 
collar end portion When the ring is collapsed. 

In radial plane alignment With the ring retention channel 
186, a plurality of threaded apertures 188 are bored to 
penetrate the connector sleeve Wall betWeen the outside 
perimeter surface and the root diameter surface of the ring 






